Protected Hire Car
Leads Police to
5 Stolen Vehicles
The finder, where required, can use a
handheld radio direction tool to detect the
Automatrics MTrack audibly silent secret
radio frequency.

A stolen Range Rover Sport hire car is
recovered undamaged within one
hour of it being reported as stolen.
Automatrics received a call from clients
at 7AM Saturday morning reporting that
one of their highly valued Range Rovers
had been stolen. The car was driven off
using the vehicle keys taken from a
residential burglary.

The Automatrics MTrack Stolen Vehicle
tracking system is a preferred choice for
many hire companies, as it is especially
A speedy recovery was achieved by the suited to the protection needs of high
finder despite the car being hidden two theft risk vehicles.
floors below ground, parked within a
restricted access underground car park. This unique tracking system has self
powered and vehicle powered options.
The advanced and unique three layer
location technology enables vehicles to
be tracked and recovered in the most
challenging of environments.
This remarkable find further endorses
Automatrics' claim to provide the
Ultimate Security Tracking Service.

Automatrics 24/7 monitoring response
staff immediately requested the tracker
into alarm. The system soon reported a
GSM map position indicating the Range
Rover was stationary in small suburb of
north west London.
However, a valid GPS position was
proving extremely difficult to obtain, this
meant a strong possibility that the culprit
had used a GPS jamming device or that
they had hidden the vehicle from satellite
view .

The finder remained with the stolen
vehicle for one hour until the Metropolitan
Police arrived. The police were amazed
at the tracking service performance
considering the car hide location.
Attending officers instinctively began to
check some of the other vehicles in the
underground car park, they soon
discovered five other stolen vehicles.

The Police are continuing investigations
and are confident that the recovery of
these six stolen vehicles will help crack a
An Automatrics radio signal finder was major car theft ring.
immediately dispatched to attend the
search site.
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